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CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER TO 6IVE PROGRAM
Y. W. C. A. EASTER PAGEANT
TO BE PRESENTED TONIGHT
The Resurrection of Our Lord
To Be Given in Wilson Hall
"The Resurrection of Our Lord,"
the Y. W. C. A. Easter pageant will
be given tonight in Wilson Hall at
6:30. ,
Music will be furnished by the Y.
W. C. A. choir. Those taking parts
in the pageant are:
Gladys Farrar
Pilate
Eunice Meeks
Centurion
"Mike" Buie
First Soldier
Douglas MacDonald ...Second Soldier
Anna Larrick
Third Soldier
Lois Meeks
Fourth Soldier
Bernice Bowden
Annas
Laura Melchor"
Caiaphas
Sally Face
Peter
Betty Bush
Mary Magdalene
Kay Carpenter
Mary Jose
Virginia Ruby
John
Courtney Dickenson
Mary Salome
Hilda Hisey
Angel
The first scene depicts Pilate in his
garden after he had given the sentence
for the crucifixion of Jesus. He is
sore troubled for fear he has judged
an innocent man wrongly. He grants
unto Annas and Caiaphas, soldiers to
guard the tomb of the Crucified
Christ, ^s they are afraid that his disciples may steal away his body and
say that He has risen.
—
The second scene takes place before
the tomb of Jesus which the soldiers
are diligently guarding. Suddenly
thundering is heard, darkness prevails
and the soldiers fall down in fear and
trembling. When they again are able
to rise up they find that the man,
Jesus, whom they were sent to guard
has disappeared from the tomb.
The last scene depicts the three
Marys as they come early on Eastern
morning to anoint the body of their
crucified Lord. They are much disturbed when they find that their Master is not in the tomb, but as they
are greatly lamenting and weeping,
thinking that someone has stolen away
his body, an angel appears to them
saying, "Be not frightened, Why seek
you the living among the dead? He
is not here, but is risen."
The pageant closes with the great
song of hope "I know That My Redeemer Liveth."
•

o

Modern Play Given
By Dramatic Club
The Charm School presented by the
Stratford Dramatic Club last Friday
night proved to be one of the most
enjoyable plays of the year.
The entire play was well acted,
especially the last scene in which the
truth was brought out concerning the
little school girl ("Babs" Stratton)
who just couldn't help loving the
handsome young principal ("Kaki"
Bard).
A most pleasing feature of the production was the rapid movement of
the plot to the delightful climax. The
plot centers around the Charm School
and the girls' reaction to their new
professor who turns out to be so different from the man they expected.
Barbour Stratton, Gordonsville, impersonating the appealing little Charm
School student, played her part so cleverly that she charmed the entire audience.
Catherine Bard, Norfolk, was outstanding in handling her role df the
stern professor. These two leading
characters were very real to the audience and they displayed unusual ability
in their somewhat difficult roles.
Billye Milnes, Rippon, W. Va., portrayed the character of the disappointed lover with great success.
Prudence Spooner, Chester, who was
"only the school secretary" acted with
her usual ease and; gave a splendid
interpretation of her part.
Ruth Behrens, Timberville, was unusually good as the dissatisfied dean of
women who was simply obliged to
run the school. .
"Sally" played by Mildred Simpson,
Norfolk, was very enjoyable in her
fruitless efforts to acquire "charm."
At any rate she was charming
enough in the eyes of the twins, Jim,
Lillian Shotter, N. Y., and Tim Dorothy Williams. Norfolk. They deserve
hearty applause for their work and
indeed, they did bring forth a score
of laughs from the audience.
The large cast was made up of the
entire Dramatic Club, each member
of which exhibited her marked ability
and training.
—MARY PAGE BARNES.

COYNER AND HANNAH JUNIOR RING SERVICE
GIVE JOINT RECITAL
TO BE HELD IN MAY
Mary Virginia Coyner, of Waynesboro, and Margaret Kimmel Hannah,
of Cass, West Virginia, appeared in a
joint recital Tuesday, April 11, in Wilson Hall. Mary Coyner is a soprano,
and Margaret Hannah, pianist. Elizabeth Preston, accompanied.
Their program follows:
1. Sonato op. 10. No. 1
Beethoven
"Allegro molto e con brio"
Miss Hannah
2. Weigenlied
Brahms
Mondnacht
Schumann
Chanson de Florian
Godard
Miss Coyner
3. Ballade in D Minor
Brahms
Waltz op. 39, No. 15
Brahms
Miss Hannah
4. Aria from Don Giovanni Mozart
Batti, batti
Miss Coyner
J. Etincelles
Moszkowski
Papillon
Grieg
Valse Caprice
Scott
Miss Hannah
6. Eve and a Glowing West ..Draper
Where Heaven Is
O'Hara
I Know a Lovely Garden
D'Hardelot
Miss Coyner

At the junior ring ceremony, the
first week in May, the senior class will
grant to the junior class the privilege
of wearing the senior ring. Mildred
Henderson, senior president, will grant
the ring privileges. Following this the
senior officers will place the rings on
the fingers of the corresponding junior officers. The rest of the class will
receive their rings from the senior
president.
Mildred Simpson, junior president,
will respond to the privileges granted.
At the close of the ceremony, the
Alma Mater will be sung.

OFFICERS ELECTED
FOR ALPHA SOCIETY
Officers for Alpha Literary Society
for the coming year are Mildred Simpson, Norfolk, president, and Marietta
Melson, Machipongo, secretary-treasurer. The elections were held from
candidates nominated by the three
literary societies. Mildred Simpson is
a Lee; Marietta Melson is a Lanier.
They will serve three quarters in their
offices.

Speakers Discuss
Country Problems

Original Character Sketches
Will Be Presented
Tonight

"Among the memorable things former president Theodore Roosevelt did OUTSTANDING ARTIST
was to appoint a country life comAPPEARS AT COLLEGE
misison. That commission is still living because the work has gradually
Cornelia Otis Skinner will appear
been picked up and carried on by peo- here tonight in her original "character
ple of today," stated Professor B. L. sketches." The program will be in
Hummell, of V. P. I., in his talk in Wilson Hall at eight-thirty o'clock.
assembly Wednesday.
With all the world asking, "What
He spoke of the Country Life As- is wrong with the theatre?" it is more
sociation which is to hold an impor- than interesting to note the phenomtant meeting at V. P. I. in August. enal success of two women, Ruth
This association brings the people of Draper and Cornelia Otis Skinner.
almost every profession together to They seem to have proven with a
consider bringing about better condi- vengance that people still have the
tions among the rural people.
same love for pure drama if it is not
Prof. Hummel said," Several years cluttered up with a lot of clap-trap
ago people thought of it as a "high- and cheap scenery, poor acting and
brow" association which held its meet- conventional junk.
ings at the Jefferson Hotel in Rich"Character Sketches" is the name
mond,
and
other
such
places.
Since
which
has been applied to this form
CORNELIA OTIS SKINNER
then it has come down to earth and is of entertainment. Alexander Woollcomposed of the most pracrkally- cott once bemoaned the fact that
minded people in charge of rural af- there was no term apropriate to this
fairs. "He stated that Virginia is the kind of performance. One finds bits
"rural state" and that there are more of character sketching in almost any
rural people in Virginia than in states play; these gems presented by these
Class tennis ladders posed on the like Iowa. "Virginia is a fitting place two women are infinitely more than
bulletin board of Reed Hall is attract- for the convention to meet because the portrayal of a character. They
ing much interest among the tennis large rural estates, country homes, are neither caricatures, nor impersonalovers. Each class tennis sports leader md gardens are distinctive of rural tions. They are in reality short plays,
drew names of people who were going 'ife in Virginia. Country life in Vir- cameos of life. Although the art of
out for tennis. The names were placed ginia has some advantages over that in each is different, yet, each, in the
on the ladder as drawn.
other states."
space of ten or fifteen minutes can
The senior tennis is as follows beDuring the first two days of the present a whole play, develop a plot,
ginning at the top: Dot Mentzinger, meeting in Blacksburg there will be portray characters and bring the whole
Kathleen Finnegan, Pete Peterson, Lil- round-table conferences of some of to a dramatic conclusion. It is true
lian Shotter, Margaret Campbell, the most caoable leaders of rural life. that there is but one person on the
Gladys Bleier, Lucy Coyner, Syd Hen- On the night of August 4, Norman stage, but through the imagination an
derson, I. Schwartz, Janet Lowrie, Thomas is to address the assembly.
endless number of characters are inLydia Cummings, Grace Avelino, M.
Dr. E. L. Kirkoatrick, professor of troduced. The stage fairly teems with
Haga, Lillian Dickstein, Ella Onnifer, sociology at the University of Wiscon- people, not impersonated as was the
Evelyn Rice, Mickey Bernstein; junior sin, spoke about the student conven- old trick of the dramatic reader, but
ladder: Virginia Carmines, Rachel tion to be held at Radford in August. implied, as is the artistic gift of these
Rogers, Eleanor Wilkins, Alice Kay, He is also a representative o"f this na- two workers in the imagination.
Peggy Smith. Ella Mae Sutherland, tion-wide movement which has for its
Cornelia Otis Skinner comes here
Mary Shankle, Edith Slusser, Lois Bish- purpose the improvement of country tonight. Her audience will have an
op, Charlotte Burch, Ruth Hardy, life.
opportunity of seeing and judging this
Dorothy Williams, Sarah Lemmon;
(Continued on page 3)
"Older leaders in fields of rural life
sophomore ladder: Julia Evans, Alma who are worried about the matter goFultz, Julia Courter, Douglas Mac- ing into the hands of the young people
Donald, Leota Kelley, Dot Lipscomb, would have quieted their feelings if NEW BOOKS RECEIVED
BY COLLEGE LIBRARY
Louise Allred, Mary Bragg Young. they had been at one of these conferHattie Courter, Teedy Studebaker, ences of students held recently," statThe library has recently acquired
Ruth Bowman, Emily Pittman, Edith ed Dr. Kirkpatrick.
the
following new books:
Todd, Mit Chapman. Anna Larrick,
These students discussed important
FICTION:
Barrie, Sir James M.,
Mary VanLandingham; freshman lad- questions aboft country life and decidFarewell
Miss
Julie Logan; Bell,
der: Lucy Clark, Martha Young, Dot ed that the farms provide better life
Adrian,
The
Cherry
Tree; Bridge,
Mairs, Elizabeth Huffman, Marguerite than the city. Farms contribute more
Holder, Helen Gore, Eleanor Taylor, to character building and give the per- Ann, The Peking Picnic; Paterson,
R. Roller, Flora Heins, Frances Bur- son more time to think. They decided Isabel M., Never Ask the End; Sterne,
ton, Willene Clark, Catherine Cortee, that there must be leaders who know Laurence, The Life and Opinions of
Tristram Shandy.
Jean Moyer, Mary Virginia Grogan. the country.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS: Berton, ShirFrances Wells, Ellen Pruden, "Nicky"
Students are putting a great deal ley L., Judy; Flack, Marjorie, Ask Mr.
Stansbury, Virginia Hill, Doris El- of study on this. Dr. Kirkpatrick
liot, Grace Williams, Polly Slaughter, mentioned conferences held in Rich- Bear; Hull, Jamesjhe Pet Elephant;
Dalgliesh, Alice, The Choosing Book;
Senora Frances, Nell Williams, Bessie
continued on Page Four)
Robinson, Mabel Louise, ed., Blue RibGlasser, Miriam Rosenkrans.
bon Stories; Utermeyer, Louis, The
The ten people whose names appear
MANY
SEEDS
NEEDED
Donkey
of God.
at the top of each class ladder at the
BIOGRAPHY:
Dowden, Edward, The
end of the season will receive their
FOR FLOWER GARDEN
Life of Robert Browning; Hall, Walnumerals for tennis.
ter P., Mr. Gladstone; Gorky, Maxim,
"Plants in the college flower garden
My Childhood; Nevins, Allan, Grover
GLEE CLUB TO SING
have weathered the winter well and Cleveland; Smythe, John Henry, ed.,
give
great promise of many spring and
IN STATE CONTEST
The Amazing Benjamin Franklin.
summer blossoms," stated Miss Grace
POETRY: Benet, William Rose, Rip
Participating in the Virginia State Palmer, sponsor of the flower garden Tide; Lowell, Amy, A Dome of ManyChoral Contest, the college Glee Club project.
Coloured Glass; Millay, Edna St. VinThe needs of the flower garden in cent, The Harp-Weaver, and Other
will go to Farmville on Thursdav.
April 20. The contest will be held plants and seeds may be listed as: cos- Pomes; Morton, David, Earth's Promos, petunia, and pink columbine; cessional; Reese, Lizette W., Selected
on Friday morning, April 21.
The musical selections for the con- roots of Silver Moon, Dr. Van Fleet, Poems; Robinson, Edwin Arlington,
tests are: A May Night by Brahms, any Radiance varieties, and Paul scar- Nicodcmus; Robinson, Edwin ArlingOh Can Ye Sew Cushions? by Bar- let climber and any climbing Ameri- ton, Raman Bartholow; Robinson,
can Beauty roses.
^
tock, and April by Buchanan.
Edwin Arlington, Tristram; Teasdale,
Girls interested in helping the garAll the members of the Glee Club,
Sara, Dark of the Moon; Teasdale,
having voluntarily given up a part of den by gifts of flowers or work should Sara, The Answering Voice; Masetheir Easter holiday, will return to the give their names and times that they field, John, Selected Poems.
college on Tuesday, April 18. Re- can work to Miss Palmer.
ESSAYS:
Bacon, Francis, Ess:ays;
hearsals will be held Tuesday night
Grandgent, Charles Hall, Prunes and
and Wednesday in order that every ANNUAL GOES TO PRESS Prism; Woolf, Virginia, The Common
one may be rested and ready for the
Reader.
contest.
According to Lois Drewry, editorTRAVEL AND DESCRFPTION: ThompAt 10:30 p. m. on April 21, the in-chief, the 1932-33 edition of the son, Wallace, Rainbow Countries of
"b will broadcast from station Schoolma'am will go to the printer's South America; Rothery, Agnes E.,
WRVA in Richmond spendin? the April 1J. The annual will be ready South America; Tomlinson, Henry
night in Richmond and returning to for distribution by the first week in Major. The Sea and the Jungle; FenJune.
Harrisonburg on Saturday morning.
ner, Charles Edward, South Australia.

Many Names Appear
On Tennis Ladders
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Every time we ask a girl what
she thinks will improve the college
paper the most, she says, "Less exchanges!" We agree most heartily.
We recognize the fact that a college
paper should be filled with college
news and articles by college girls. We
try, and have always tried, to make
THE BREEZE an H. T. C. paper with
nothing in it but college contributions. But do you, the average girl
on campus, realize how hard it is to
do this? Many of you, we know, write
clever little sketches about curren
campus events. The only trouble is
you never think to give them to a
BREEZE staff member. We will greatly appreciate and gratefully accept
anything of the kind you may have
written. If you want a home-talent
BREEZE, it's up to you to do something about it. We can't write everything in the paper. If your sketch is
good enough for your friends to read,
surely it is good enough for the campus to enjoy. And it will, too. This
will be double value—you enjoy writing something, the girls enjoy reading it. Don't be modest. It is a
matter of pride with us. Let's show
other colleges that we have enough
talent, out of 800 girls, to fill four
pages of paper a week without borrowing material from other papers!
"Once more unto the breach, dear
friends, once more!" Shakespeare's
statement is very appropriate here. We
have been personally requested by several inmates of Johnston, to bring
to your attention just one more time
the terrible racket made by girls returning from breakfast. We have
been urged by these inmates to go so
far as to mention names, if we thought
it would prove effective. We don't
think that necessary, however. We
feel that if the girls will only read the
editorials, and thus have this matter
called to their attention, that they
will act upon the suggestion.
With spring practically here (one
hesitates to leave out the "practically") it is quite exhilarating to get
up and go to breakfast. The return
across campus is also undoubtedly
quite exciting. But if it is really
necessary to let off steam, do your
yelling in the middle of the walk between Harrison and Sheldon, not in
the halls of your dormitory. Have
you no pity at all for the girl who has
no first period class? Have you no
consideration?
We realize that this is putting it
rather strongly. We only hope it is
strong enough to obtain some results.
Many of us are leaving tomorrow for
our Easter vacation. When we come
\

back, perhaps our exuberant spirits
will be quite worn off and we will
have no more trouble with the "early
to rise" problem.1
•
o—•
Once again we are called upon to
help out our Alma Mater. During
Easter vacation, we want to remember that we represent H. T. C. We
TOM SAYS:
are products of our school, and as suer
I'm so excited I don't know what
we want to show the good effects of
Harrisonburg. We want \o talk tc to say, but I hope all of you have
girls who are considering college, and a nice vacation. So long for a few
convince them that what they neec' days.
is H. T. C. In this way we can
show part of our gratitude.
"The 'Yanks' are coming," humo
med the dentist, as he prepared to pull
As we don't think that many of you
a tooth.
have gotten this far in the editorial
column, wc feel safe in closing. Don't
"Why are you in the Air Force
forget to vote for the best article!
now?. 1 thought you were in the
cavalry."
I SEE BY THE PAPERS
"I got transferred."
"Why was that?"
Miss Kathryn Harris, daughter of
"Well, after a,n ariplane throws
Mr. and Mrs. Frank H. Harris of 3004 you out, it doesn't usually walk over
Montrose Avenue, will be May Queen and bite you."
of Westhampton College at the annual May pageant to be given May
Marietta: "Why does the whistle
6 in the Greek Theatre, Westhampton. blow for the fire?"
Miss Harris has also been chosen to repLiz.: "It doesn't. It blows for
resent Westhampton College as one of water. They have the fire."
the princesses at the Apple Blossom
Festival at Winchester. — Richmond
Doctor: "You need more exercise."
Times Dispatch.
Pam: "But I go to a dance every

CAMPUS t|

night."
Hampden Sidney will sponsor their
Doctor: "Yes, it's all this sitting
Spring Pan-Hellenic dances on the 21
around that is the trouble."
and 22. Non-fraternity men can attend these spring dances.—Hampden
"Would you give ten cents to help
Sidney Tiger\
the Old Ladies Home?"
Ev": "What! Are they out again?"
What are to be the earliest Christian
Church paintings yet discovered— Last night I held a little hand,
found recently in Syria—have been
So dainty and so neat!
placed on exhibit at Yale University. I thought my heart would burn with
—The Cadet.
joy
So wildly did it beat!
Plans have been completed for Wil- No other hand into my heart
liam and Mary student tours in
Could greater solace bring,
France.
Than that I held last night,
A study and sport tour in France
Four aces and a king.
has been ararnged tor the summer of
1933 by Mr. L. Tucker Jones, ProTeacher: "I have went; that's
fessor of physical education, and Mr. wrong- isn't it?"
B. C. McCarey, associate professor of
Peggy Moore: "Yes, ma'am."
French, of the college.
Teacher: "Why is it?"
Sailing season begins June 15 and Peggy: "Beacuse you ain't went yet."
ends August 21^; courses in fencing
and tennis as well as French are ofMistress (to new maid): "We have
fered—TAe Flat Hat.
breakfast generally at eight o'clock."
Maid: "Well, mum, if I ain't down,
Anna Lawrence Redfern will play to it, don't wait."
the leading role in the one-act comedy which will represent Maury in
Emma Jane: "Don't you think
the annual Tidewater Dramatic
there is something slow about those
Tournament at Williamsburg.
parties?"
Cootie: "Yes, the way you recover
When we yearn with all our heart from them."
For just one treasure far away,
' •
We close our eyes to many joys
"My wife has the worst memory I
That crowd us everyday.
ever heard of."
—The Log.
"Forgets everything, eh?"
"No, she remembers everything."
Jan Garber and his dance band
played for the Easter Cotillion dances
Peggy Smith: "Wise men hesitate.
at V. P. I. Miss Frances Darin from
Fools
are certain."
Farmville S. T. C. accompanied Lee
Borum: "Are you sure?"
Ellis in leading the Cotillion dancers
Peggy: "I'm certain."
in the figure Friday night. W. B.
Garwood assisted him with Miss
Bobby C: "It's a lot of comfort
Nancy Magwin, also from Farmville
to
one to have a head like mine."
S. T. C.—The Virginia Tech.
Serita: "Yes, solid comfort."
Tom Brown and Dan De Forest and
their orchestras played for the German Club Easter dancers at V. P. I.
Tom Brown occupied one end of the
hall and Don De Forest offered competition at the other.
Miss Scharmel Elliott from Long
Island, New York, shared the honor
of leading the German figure with E.
D. Pierce; Lee Lewis with Miss Elizabeth Etheredge from Norfolk, Virginia, assisted him. — The Virginia
Tech.

Mapp: "Shall I bring my brother
when I come next time?"
Florence H.: "Sure, bring your
brother and you stay at home."
Freddy: "Ma, did the missionary
say that the savages didn't wear any
clothes?"
Mother: "Yes, my boy."
Freddy: "Then why did Papa put
a button in the missionary box?"

~Y. W. C. A. NOTES

Sir Francis Wylie and Lady Wylie,
of Oxford, England, were honor guests
In keeping with the Easter season
of the College of William and Mary
the
Y. W. C. A. program on Sunday,
at a luncheon in Trinkle Dining Hall.
led
by
Frances Jolly, centered around
—The Flat Hat.
Christ's last days on earth. France
Luemma Phipps sang The
BEST ARTICLE SELECTED Graybeal,
Old Rugged Cross. A talk on Religion at Easter Time was given by Fran"Apropos of Nothing" was voted ces Whitman. In this she stressed the
the best article in the BREEZE of April importance of religion at this time of
7. The article was written by Mar- the year as well as all other times
garet James. It is a regular column The program was concluded by a vioand will apear each week from now lin solo bv Josephine Miller accomon.
panied by Eleanor Balthis.
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MY FIRST MILLION
One hears various and sundry recipes
for making a million dollars, all of
which are good, and have served in at
least one case. But one trouble with
these recipes is that they never specify
which million. They must mean the
second or third, however, as that is
reputed to be much easier to acquire
than the first. This probably explains
why I can't make them work.
Many and varied are the ideas I
have had wujh which to make my fortune. One of the earliest of these was
a cotton-picking machine. It was
to have two long arms extending out
over the cotton with vacuum cleaner
attachments to suck it in. When it
was suggested to me that the green
cotton would be sucked in as well
as the ripe, I merely added a gadget
that would regulate the strength of
the vacuum to pull only the loose cotton. Imagine my chagrin when, only
a few years later, someone did bring
out a machine like that! But it pulled
leaves, stems, bolls, and all, so perhaps that wasn't the J>est way to my
million after all.
A few years ago I conceived a passion for civil engineering. This led
to many ideas, as you can imagine. I
monkeyed with electric engines, pulled them to pieces, and put them back
again. Incidentally, I made a great
discovery. A part, hitherto considered indispensable to an electric motor,
was not at all necessary, inasmuch as
the motor ran when I put it together
without the part, not being able to
find any place for it. However, this
was not announced to the world.
I have thought, also, of writing the
great American novel. But it's lots
of work, I have heard, and it probably
wouldn't be the great American novel
anyhow, and then where would I be?
Besides, I don't believe any author
ever made a million.
Lately I have devised a sure-fire
thing. It is a contrivance for hanging curtains in dormitories when one
can't find the step-ladder. By merely
changing a few parts, it can be made
to serve for hanging pictures also,
and with several additional horizontal
and perpendicular pieces of wood, can
be turned into the step-ladder itself.
Only in that case, what would one
hang the pictures with?

LIBRARY ETIQUETTE
If you are conversing with a friend
when you enter the library, do not
stop because you may never have a
chance to tell your friend about the
"swell" time you had at the party.
When asking for the book you wish
just say, "Give me the book I had yesterday," and if the librarian doesn't
comprehend just point to the rack and
say, "It's the bok trimmed in orange
over there."
If you give the librarian the author
of the book don't tell her the name
of the book—she should know that.
When you want a book and can't
think of the title of it, just tell the
librarian what class you want it for.
She knows, or at least she should know,
all the books that instructor uses in
his class.
If you need extra ink or a pencil,
ask the librarian. There is always a
supply of necessaries there and someone waiting to give them to you.
After you are through with reference books and magazines just leave
them on the table. It is one of the
librarian's duties to straighten up the
tables before she leaves.
If you want a reserved book just
take it and when you are fined say you
didn't know the book wasn't to be
taken out; and perhaps you won't have
to pay.
Don't bother about whispering in
the library. If you have anything to
say, talk so everyone can hear you
Then if you are asked to leave tattle
on someone else so you'll have company.
Eat all the candy and chew all the
gum you want while attempting to
study. It helps absorb knowledge. Be
sure you leave the wrappers and papers on the table or floor so the janitor
will earn his wages.
Lastly, in case you should find three
friends who are not in the mood to
study, go back to the farthest table

THE FOUNTAIN. By Charles Morgan. New York: Alfrd A. Knopp.
132. 450 pages.
I know no better way to begin the
criticisms of The Fountain than to
quote this passage from Coleridge's
poem "Dejection."
"From outward forms to win
The passion and the life, whose fountains are within."
For Charles Morgan has disclosed "the
passion and life whose fountains are
within" of each one of his characters.
Perhaps he has dealt with more emphasis upon some characters than on
others.
Charles Morgan's characterizations
make such a vivid imprint upon one's
mind that in itself the mind becomes
the .audience and the book the stage.
His characterization of Lewis Alison
is particularly good. Lewis Alison is
"a dark, craggy man of more than
common height upon whom thirty
years had left more than their accustomed mark—not upon his physical
appearance only, but upon his manner, delaying his smile and giving an
air of deliberateness to his speech and
movement. Vigor and eagerness lay
in his eyes, and his hair, full and black,
had the glisten of youth upon it. His
body was pliant and his cheeks could
darken with colour when whipped by
excitement, but his good looks were
of maturity . and owed so much to
something austere and self-disciplined
in his expression that it was hard for
one who had not known him in the
past to imagine him as a.very young
man, sanguine and impetuous." He
is writing a "contemplative history of
life." All the way through the book,
Alison is making a "struggle for some
kind of stillness within himself." He
expects to find this 'stillness" at the
fort where he with other English offi-j
cers is being taken as a prisoner by
the Dutch. The fort is of much interest since it is near Enkandael,
around which the setting and the plot
of the story center.
For at Enkendael Lewis Alison meets
again his young pupil of former years
whom he had taught in England. Julie
Narwitz is the young pupil's name.
In creating Julie, Morgan shows the
whimsical side of his nature. He employs such phrases as "speed suspended," "a grace borrowed from light
itself," and "a lovely body caught
in the air."
Charles Morgan has molded a pitiful, and yet a magnificent character
in Rupert Narwitz, Julie's husband.
Rupert is seriously wounded and,
hangs on to life that he might see
Julie again, for he worships her.
I could quote descriptions of Morgan's characters filling page after page
with them, but one cannot appreciate
their forceful reality until one has
read the book oneself.
Morgan carries you along in a torrent of forceful words. His descriptions are full of phrases that seem
to do all but carry you away bodily
into another world.
The author has his characters philosophize a great deal, and in reading
the philosophy of the people in the
book, one feels that Charles Morgan
has intermingled his ideals of life
with the ideals of the characters in
the book.
After having read this novel, I feel
that I know more about the spiritual
side of life—the life within the soul,
than I have ever known before.
—CONWAY GRAY.
AROUSED BY A
BILL recently
brought before the North Carolina
legislature to reduce the state educational appropriation, the Daily Tar
Heel is urging that students wire their
parents to bring pressure to bear upon their senators so that the bill may
be defeated.

and play a game of bridge. A little
game here and there refreshes the
mind.
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APROPOS OF NOTHING

By

PEGGY SMITH

POETRY

I heard him as he came out of the
open closet door, creeping gently, so
as not to disturb us, who were sleeping. How could he know that I, to
whom the darkest hours of the night
represent the time for cogitations, had
been awake for hours, thinking things
over and debating my weightest problems with a view toward final decisions However, thus it was that I
heard him as he crept forth, and I
smiled in the darkness at his stealth.
I wondered how long he had been hiding there, awaiting the time when we
should all be asleep and it would be
safe for him to veturc forth. I wondeerd too, what possible motive had
prompted this clandestine act. Surely
there was much danger attached and
I finally reached the conclusion that
nothing but stark hunger could drive
that wary creature to such a thing.
Lying tense in the dark, I hoped
that some way my friendly feeling for
him could be transmitted tp him to
give him a ray of hope. However, I
dared.not speak for fear of waking
my companions. Remembering with
horror the small part I had played in
laying this trap, I began to hope devoutly that our unspeakable plans
should not be successful.
The tension was telling on my
nerves so that when the sharp 'crack!"
that I had been expecting finally came
I was horrified! I was about to look
upon a scene of murder for the first
time in my life. However, something
impelled me to spring out of the bed
like a shot and snap on the light. I
forced my unwilling glance onto the
horrible scene and a silly lump rose
in my throat as I gazed upon the very
dead little mouse caught in the trap
my roommates had, in murderous glee,
set for him.

Miss Hopkins had Mary McCoy
Baker as her guest over the week-end
in McGaheysville.
Ruth Early, Marion Smith, and
Catherine Taylor were visitors at Locust Grove in New Market this past
week-end.
Louise Borum and Louise Garner
were visitors in Washington over the
week-end.
Sally Face was the guest of Mrs.
C. E. Walton in Woodstock.
Dorothy Lipscomb visited Virginia
Smith in Winchester.
Virginia Saunders was the guest of
Mrs. Leonard in Roanoke.
Maryelia Arrnentrout entertained
Sue Wampler at her home in Elkton
this past week-end.
The following girls attended the
Easter dances at V. P. I. in Blacksburg: Mary Blankenship, Christabel
Childs, Anne Davies, Virginia Jones,
Virginia Lewis, Ruby Miller, Ruth
Miller, and Pam Parkins.
The following girls spent the weekend at home: Maryelia Arrnentrout,
Katye Wray Brown, Elizabeth Burner,
Dorothy Meyers, Gladys Myers, anc1
Margaret E. Thompson.
The junior-senior theater party
Monday night was followed by an informal reception in Alumna: Hall.
Yellow jonquils and lavender sweet
peas carried out the color scheme of
purple and gold. Punch and cakes
were served to the guests.
The regular monthly birthday dinner was given Wednesday night.
Those who zUggfi^ t^p banquet in
Bluestone Dining Hall were: M>-s.
AW, WHO CARES
A. B. Cook, Miss M. L. Seeger, Dr.
Ruth I Phillips, Anna Arrnentrout,
Until the inauguration of President
Eleanor Cook, Virginia Cox, Conway
Roosevelt,
William and Mary were tied
Gray, Anna Lee Jones, Ruth Mannin»
neck
and
neck
for first place in the
Adis Mantiply, Catherine Matthews.
category
of
Colleges
who have producElizabeth Page, Bernice Smith, Berie
Stewart, Elvina Sutton, Marjorie ed the most presidential timber.
Each school had three alumni who
Thompson, Helen Witt, Mary Blankfilled
the Chief Executive's chair.
enship, Bethel Snead, Kathryn Kell**Franklin
D., however, places Harvard
Virginia Bean, Florence Holland,
indisputably
in the lead. What is our
Kathleen Tate, Kay Carpenter, Clare
college
coming
to!
Snead, Mary J. Zopoulla.
Anyway,
we'd
like to bet that
Those who attended the banquet in
the senior dining hall were: Dr. Flor- Harvard never produced as many
ence Boehmer, Dr. and Mrs. Frederik- governors of Virginia as William in
son, Miss Clara G. Turner, Miss Mil- conjunction with Mary. Remember,
nes, Martha Bailey, iRowena Briel, this College used to shell out sheckels,
Eunice Meeks, Gladys Mynes, Clvde back in the 1600's, to suport John
Ramsey, Evelyn Watkins, Dorothy Harvard's infant academy in the backWright, Virginia Ruby, Hilda Hisey, woods of Massachusetts.
* (Editor's note) It was claimed
Dorothy Williams, Elizabeth Sugden,
Anne Davies, Frances Whitman, Ruth or rumored that another graduate of
Hardy, Courtney Dickinson, Eiela this estimable institute of learning
Flora, Jean Gills, Muriel McGill, Pru- once filled the Chief Executive's shoes.
Investigation showed that this was litdence Spooner.
The Art Club held an informal re- erally true. The gentleman in quesception after the installation of new tion was at the time, Janitor of the
officers and the acceptance of new White House, and Mrs. Coolidge used
members. The meeting was in the to give him Mr. Coolidge's worn out
studio Monday evening. After the footgear.
Harvard, however, refuses to receremony, punch, salted nuts, and
cakes were served. On each plate was eard this as authoritative.—The Flat
a jonquil and a leaf, brought by Miss Hat.
Palmer from the cut-flower garden.

THE ENTHUSIAST
The colors of the rainbow all are
there. Here a patch of crimson glows;
there royal purple shades into dullest
gray. Orange and yellow of sunlight,
blue-green of ocean, brown of earth
are all mingled in a single picture. The
yellow-green of sprouting trees is outlined against a blue, blue sky spotted
with the fleeciest of clouds. The sun
makes a path of glory across the waters—from palest rose to deepest violet; the saffron, lavender and turquoise
shades of the western heavens are reflected in the nearer crystal water of
the brooklet run nig down to the sea.
Far back among the trees there is a
small white house roofed with varicolored shingles. Still farther back
shows forth the gloom of deeper
woods—
Our newest jig-saw is a marvel.
—A. K.

ALUMNAE NEWS

Virginia Coffman, '32, was a recent
visitor in Harrisonburg.
Carrie Miller, '32, is teaching at
Warm Springs, Va.
Liz Winnie, '35, is spending the
winter at her home in Hampton.
Dorothy Needy, '33, is teaching at
Sharpsburg, Maryland.
Amy Moore, '34, is spending the
winter at her home in Hagerstown,
Maryland.
Marian Barnes, '35, is spending the
remainder of the school year at her
home in Amelia.
Christine Marshall, '33, is teaching the fifth grade at Madison
Heights.
Evelyn Wolfe, '30, is a dietitian at
the Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
6
Jane: "Just what are your relations with Jack?"
He: "Hello, baby!"
Jill: "Purely Platonic."
She: "I'll have you know, that I
Jane: "What do you mean—Plaam nobody's baby."
tonic?"
He: "Well, wouldn't you feel good
Jill: "Well, play for him, and tonat a family reunion?"
ic for me!"

HILLTOP AT SUNSET
We stood together in a heaven afire
And worshiped the god who caused all
this to be.
We held hands in fellowship of awe,
Clasped tight in reverence of beauty.
The clear flush of ecstasy inspired your
face;
I felt it elevate my heart—
Was it wine of life that infused our
veins,
Or did the gods pour over us
Eden, that we might share, a short
span,
The heaven immortals call their own?
—C. H. S.

CALVARY
The low green mound curves toward
the sky—
The Master died for thee.
The mob goes pulsing, throbbing by—
The Master died for thee.
With faltering step and wearied head,
With heart on dust and worm-wood
fed,
He passes, toward Golgotha led.
The Master died for thee.
j
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
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FISHING WORMS

her all the cold, ghastly details of
being stranded in mid-winter in a
bleak Iowa railway station. She wants
you to have a freedom beyond the
limits of any theatre stage.
Miss Skinner is the author of every
sketch she presents. Author and actress both, it is difficult to tell in which
field she is the greater.

Did you ever go fishing on a hot
summer day? Well, this did not happen on a hot summer day, nor did it
happen on a cool April night on H.
T. C. campus.
The rain came down in torrents for
about an hour. It seemed as if one
might be drowned should he venture
out in the downpour. When at length aaaaaaaaaaaaaaHHaaaHanHMHa
it stopped, I ventured to come from
You Can Learn About Values
Harrison to Johnston. The sidewalk
FROM US!
glistened with long wiggling objects
which looked like strings of diamonds.
PARISIAN SHOP
I tried to avoid stepping on these
56 S. MAIN STREET
make-believe diamonds, but they were
so numerous that my huge feet aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHaS
"squashed" quite a few—What a aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa»HBH«tt
crunching sound! I realized that
The J. C. Deane Studio
they were not diamonds—but fishOver McCroy's Jc & 10c Store
ing worms—and if there is anything
Is
Giving
One 5x7 Enlargement j
that I am afraid of any more than the
FREE
dark it is a worm.
from each roll brought to us for !
Poof worm—if only the profs that
finishing?
have the fishing hobby could have
KODAK FANS, do you know that all
been on campus this particular night
films bought from us and finished by
they would have had enough worms
us, we give you a 25% reduction on
to use for bait for a life-time, and
the finished work and also give a 5x7
then have had some left over for laboEnlargement FREE?
ratory purposes.
Over McCroy's 5c & 10c Store
SMALL AVERAGE

laden crosses stab the sky—
Master died for thee.
wheeling vultures slowly fly—
Master died for thee.
Stygian clouds still darker grow
rumbling thunder mutters low.
temple veil is rent—and lo!
Master died for thee.

o»aaaaa»a»aaaHaa»»a»»«»a ?
saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaHHtt

Harvard upperclassmen last week
STAGE COACH TEA ROOM
had an average of 22 cents each on
Afternoon tea specialties.
Delicious
their persons, according to a poll made
Nut bread sandwiches. Luscious fresh
of them. Four out of the forty stufruit salads. Hot ginger bread, Doughdents canvassed had empty pockets
nuts, Tarts.
and were the envy of the college
:<*
saaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
campus.
"Several students said they welcomed
the banking holiday as a moratorium
V
Warner Bros.
»
The task is o'er, the race is past—
from financial worries. The Harvard
The Master died for thee.
THEATRE
"m"
Athletic Association accepted checks
PROGRAM
His soul is given peace at last—
for tickets to the Harvard-Yale basTODAY—(THURSDAY)
The Master died for thee.
ketball game in Boston and advanced
BUSTER CRABBE, The Lion Man)
We, knowing all, would not be led carfare to students who didn't have
jftWyr- Of-THE JUNGLE" «**
Bv ^!^r hands. And Peace is dead. it.
also LAUREL fie HARDY Comedy
"Thy will be done!" the Master said.
TOMORROW—(FRIDAY)
The Christ who died for thee.
On account of the depression, we
IRENE DUNNE
CHAS. BICKFORD
—S. L.
find the Scots economizing more than
''NO OTHER. WOMAN"
ever before. From that bony land
SATURDAY—GEORCE O'BRIEN in
TRIOLET V
of kilts and bagpipes, a slender lad
ZANE GREY'S "SMOKE LIGHTNING"
was imported. He was so thin he could
My hands have grown in skill and care, hide behind a stork's leg. "Pop gives
MONDAY—KAY FRANCIS
Since you decided to depart.
GEORGE BRENT
GLENDA CARRELL
me a quarter for not eating breakfast,"
"THE K E Y H O L E"
Their steady touch would soon declare he explains, "and he charges thirtyMy hands have grown in skill and care five cents for lunch."
TUESDAY JOAN BLONDELL
By trying that way to repair
RICARDO CORTEZ
GINGER ROGERS
The damage you did to my heart.
"BROADWAY B A D"
CORNELIA
SKINNER
My hands have grown in skill and care
(Continued from page One)
WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY
Since you decided to depart.
First Time at Popular Prices
new art, this highly American art.
-oLIONEL, ETHEL and JOHN BARRYMORE
Miss Skinner uses no scenery, no cosDAWN SONG
"RASPUTIN AND THE EMPRESS"
tumes—except perhaps the suggestion
afforded by a shawl or a hat,—no propRed as a Crusader's cross
erties.
She wants nothing. With the
Is the standard of the sun,
resources of a Belasco to fall back
Borne along the hill's slow rise,
TELEPHONE 777
O'er the mountain's challenge flung. upon, she would yet choose only a
PAULINE'S BEAUTY SHOPPE
plain black back drop. She wishes
Permanent Hair Waving, Shampooing
and Hair Dressings
nothing that will detract from her
Furiously fast it flows,
Marcel and Water Waving
audience's following her into a realm
The mistiness of sky invades,
30 S. Main St.
of fancy. If she gives her sketch,
Till all the world supinely lies
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
"On the Beach at Barbados," she wants
A victim of its ruthless raids.
you to be free to step upon a magic
—D. M.
carpet and in a dream world follow
her to a sun-beat tropical beach. If
Hello, bird! you lucky gnat,
The Largest Plant In The
she gives, the next minute, "SnowFlying thru the air like that
Shenandoah Valley
bound in Iowa," she wants nothing to
As if you'd never even heard
prevent
your
mind
building
up
with
Of walking like a man. Say, bird,
Don't you ever even think
Take her from my sight.
Of coming down to get a drink?
Let every ache and pain in my heart
DRY CLEANING AND
Or is your throat immune and dry,
Vanish with delight—
Flying about the windy sky?
DYEING
guess so. Bird, it seems to me"
Life so miserable. I cannot be—
You are what I'd like to be;
47 East Market Street
As other people often see—
A carefree "soul, with naught to do
Gay and happy, with a smile—
HARRISONBURG, VA.
But flap serenely thru the blue,
When, there are tears all the while.
Relaxing on the spicy air,
30»OOCW»asX306JOOa»S3000KWO^
—L. H.
But—isn't it devilish cold up there?
. H. S.
SMART COLLEGE
LINES
QUALITY -|- SERVICE
Footwear $2.00 and $3.00
Service or Chiffon Hose—59c
IS OUR MOTTO
God made for us everything,
MERIT SHOE STORE
The flowers that bloom and all
When
you
have
us
print
your
The birds that sing;
:::;:I::N:;:
School Annual, Catalog, MagaThe streams that flow and rocks that
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
fallzine, Newspaper, or Printing of
God is good and just to all—
any Kind—Your work looks

IRGINIA

S. Blatt

W.LFtSGATT

But there's only one great thing,
To me that God did bring:
The love of one, who never cares
The heart aches and pains I always
bear.
God made her for me to love,
Worship, caress and adore.
There's nothing any greater.
Than for me to love her more.
God, please speak, talk to me,

NEW, MODERN, and

WEST MARKET STREET

DIFFERENT

GROCERIES and MEATS

The

aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa

Beverley Press, Inc.
205 West Beverley Street
STAUNTON, VIRGINIA
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When in need
of
LADIES' READY-TO-WEAR
—VISIT—

RALPH'S
Harrisotiburg's Exclusive
Ladies Shoppe
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Under the auspices of the National
Student Federation, a two-man debate team will sail the last of April
for a five weeks' tour of the English
colleges and universities.
The members of the team are Frederic S. Anderson, a graduate of the
University of Kansas, who received his
law degree in 1932 from the University of Oklahoma, and Will C. Morris,
who will receive his degree from the
Texas University Law School in August. The questions they will debate
deal with capitalism, the independence
of India, Communism in Russia, and
prohibition.
The trip is part of the annual debate
program of the National Student Federation, which every fall invites foreign teams to tour this country under
its auspices. Among the English universities inviting the United States
to send a team are Oxford, Cambridge,
Bedford, King's, Birmingham, Aberystyth, Nottingham, Sheffield, Leeds,
Manchester, Durham, Armstrong and
Reading. The debaters will receive
hospitality from the colleges ancLover
week-ends, in private homes. V

!-'!"•!-?•!""

MISCELLANIES

INTERCOLLEGIATE

ALPHA RHO DELTA
Plans for organizing a project to
gather data in teaching Latin were
discussed at the last meeting of Alpha
Rho Delta held Saturday night, April
8, in the Day Students' room.
With the consulting aid of Dr.
Sawhill, Dr. Gifford, and Mr. Logan,
the organization will prepare lists of
English words to be given to Latin and
non-Latin students. From the" resulting grades, estimates of the advantages
of studying Latin, both in spelling and
in meaning of words, will be made.

Did you see in one of the exchange
papers the other day that a Maryland
boys' prep school was made co-ed?
It was quite a long article—most interesting. I was beginning to consider
changing schools next year when I
looked at the top of the paper and
saw: "April Fool Issue. If you believe all you read, you're dumber than
we thought you were." And I swallowed it whole!
The leopard cannot change his spots:
In short, they're his forget-me-nots.
The lady of my heart is
Who has no peer beneath
But mortal truths have
quels—
Beneath the moon I know

one
the sun;
mortal
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i! The Latett Thing in \

Jig-Saw Puzzles at
)

WILLIAMSON
DRUG CO.
aaaaaaaaa:cc<>:aaaaaaaaaaaaaj:
Come to see us for
DRUGS, TOILET ARTICLES,
KODAKS

se-

her equals.

13, 1933

Reilly Drug Co.
Kavanaugh Hotel Annex
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This is a letter from a hard-boiled
teacher to his half-baked son: Dear
John: I judge from yours of the 12th
We Invite You
SPECIAL
that you have about decided to give
JEOLIAN CLUB
—to—
the janitor some instruction in saniAll Victrola Records
Planning especially for the spring
tation. He might be meek*and docile
recitals, the iEolian Club, presided over
Visit Our
Four for $1.00
enough to take lessons from a teacher,
by Mildred Foskey, met Wednesday
but if so, he is an exception to the
evening, April 5, in the music room.
janitors that I have known.
THt VALLEY GIFT AND
READY - TO - WEAR
At this meeting Mary Page Barnes
The attitude of some inexperienced
BOOK SHOP
The Associated Students of Mills played Sprites of the Glenn by How- teachers toward the janitor reminds
—AND—
College. recently submitted a plan to ard and cited the important incidents me of the rashness of Dandelion. When
120 South Main St.
of
the
composer's
life.
the student body fpr the abolition of
he was about a year old, he was big
MILLINERY
Lois Bishop, Norfolk, was appointed
class designations, and the entire reorHARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
and strong enough to give a wolf a
ganization of campus social and gov- chairman of the decorating commit- good fight, and he wasn't afraid of
DEPARTMENT
tee for the recitals.
ernment distinctions.
any animal on four feet. But one of
The recitals to be sponsored by the
The new plan provides for a proporthe many things he had to learn was
tionate distribution of the four classes jEolian Club and the music depart- caution. In our jaunts about Canyon
New Arrivals Daily
among the residence halls, the two ment of the college which have al- Den he learned only by sad experience
lower classes to be known as the jun- ready been scheduled are: joint recital, to respect the privacy of porcupines
Try Our Parcel Post Service
ior college and the two upper as the April 11, by Mary Coyner, Waynes- and skunks.
Phone 274
.::
165 N. Main St. senior college. Students will be re- boor, and Margaret Hannah, Case,
A Nation-Wide Institution
My intention is not to compare you
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA
ferred to in their graduating year as W. Va.; joint recital, May 1, by Pru- to Dandelion nor the janitor to a
the cap and gown class. Under this dence ^pooner, Chester, and Elizabeth skunk, but to warn you of the imsystem, the residence hall would be the Preston, Bristol; joint recital, May 3, portance of avoiding wrong notions
unit of student government, and halls by Inez Graybeal, Christiansburg, and about the janitor and misunderstandGraybeal, Christiansburg;
Harrisonburg, Va.
WHITE SPORT SHOES instead of classes would be identified Frances
ings with him.
by certain songs and colors. The plan joint recital by Conway Gray. PetersWhen you are ready to begin on
is far reaching in its effect upon social burg, and Lois Bishop, Norfolk; and your janitor try soft soap before usregulations and undergraduate elec- a musical tea, May 24, by Janet ing the steam-roler. If the janitor
again will be the campus
Lowrie, Cuba.
tions.
wants to be called an engineer, let us
Honor Roll Bank
«
In commenting on the idea, Mrs.
humor his whim. A title like Engifavorite; Already we have Victoria F. Allen, chairman of the
THE ROCKINGHAM
SESAME CLUB
neer, or Supervisor of Heat and SaniNATIONAL BANK
residence council, said, "I believe enGrace Lineweaver presided over the tation, or Commisisoner of Equipreceived the first four
Harrisonburg, Virginia
tirely that the general trend toward Sesame Club meeting last Thursday
ment, will do the janitor no harm.
CAPITAL
$150,000.00 '
making the halls a center of campus at 12:30 in the absence of the presiSURPLUS
S200.000.00
But
don't
imagine,
Son,
that
a
janinumbers that are to be a life is a move in the right direction.
dent, Virginia Earman, and of the tor is a stupid critter which will read- aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
. . i Mills in its serious considerations vice-president. After a short busiily enter an unconcealed trap baited aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaax
nucleus of our complete
of the plan is making a progressive ness meeting in which a chapel prowith the coarse Aesop-fable kind of
step."
gram and a tea sponsored by the Se- flattery. He is about as bright as the
(Since 1882)
stock of
o
same Club were discussed, Berenice rest of us. If his I. Q. were measured
Sloop read the scripture and prayer by the number of ways he can inver
SPEAKERS DISCUSS
Whites for Summer Wear
COUNTRY PROBLEMS and Madaline Shaw played a piano to annoy teachers he doesn't like, he
solo, Robin's Return.
(Continued from page One)
would rank in the upper quartile.
Disregard his minor faults and be
mond, Washington, University of IlliLANIERS
thankful'that conditions are no worse.
nois, Iowa State College, University of
PHOTOGRAPHS
Lanier Literary Society held a very If janitors were exceptionally indusWisconsin, and Cornell University. He
for every need
stated that the attendance has been short business meeting Friday, April 7. trious, ambitious, and intelligent, and
educated
to
understand
bacteriology,
gradually increasing and that a larsr
Superior Kodak Finishing
LEES
chemistry, and physics, they wouldn'
group of students is expected at RadLee
Literary
Society
was
presided
be janitors.
ford.
over at its regular meeting Friday,
x%%xx%%x%x%sxxxy*yx%x%%s%x
If you are prepared for the worst, :aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa>>
...,.,.
April 7, by Mary Haga in the absence the average and the best will do you
■i-rrr r rr r-r-r"! r.T FT FT EFT'' 1"
of
Lois
Bishop,
the
president.
In
the
LOST AND FOUND
no harm.
LOEWNER BEAUTY SHOPPE
absence of Janie Shaver, chairman of
Compliments of
Your conciliatory Dad,
Finger Waves, without drying
25c
the program committee, Mary Haga
William H. Patterson.
A notice sent in to the editor's
Permanent Waves
$5.50 up
also took charge of the program.
THE FIRST
box by noon Tuesday will appear
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL 512-R
Two piano selections composed the Twinkle, twinkle, little star,
in THE BREEZE Friday. Use this
Next to A&P Store
NATIONAL BANK
program. Sprites of the Glen by But stay, my darling, where you are;
column to serve yourself.
Charles Dennee was played by Mary Into my life if you should fall,
Page Barnes and Ballade, a waltz by I'd never see you shine at all.
LOST: A small white-gold link braceMargaret Hannah.
let with three tiny green sets in it.
The Only Place in Town to Eat
THE BIRD
If found, please return to Elizabeth
LE
CERCLE
FRANCAIS
GET HOMEMADE CANDIES
ALWAYS DEPENDABLE
Preston, Johnston 31.
I love to hear the little bird
Formal initiation of new members
and ICE CREAM
Into song by morning stirred,
BORROWED: From Johnston 24, was held at the regular meeting of Le Provided that he doesn't sing
Best Drinks
HOT SANDWICHES
about six weeks ago, a pair of small Cercle Francais Monday, April 8.
With Two Vegetables - - - 2 5c
oda
Quickest SerBefore my own awakening.
Lillian
Lambert
presided.
The
new
silver
scissors.
Will
whoever
borHOT WEINNER
vice, Coziest
A bird that wakes a fellow up,
andwich
members
who
were
taken
in
were
With Chili Sauce
5c
rowed
these
return
them
right
away.
Booths, Latest
Should have been a buttercup.
hoppe
Katharine Wilson. Harirsonburg, Janie
They are badly needed.
Music.
JULIAS
Shaver, Harrisonburg, Madaline NewMrs: "You don't ever take me out
WANTED: Two or three typists for bill, Norfolk, Elsie Mallory, Viror,
WONT YOV "COME IN"
Before we were married
THE BREEZE. One and one-half Eugenia Trainum, Louisa, Louise Gal- any more.
Restaurant
you
used
to
say
I was good enough to
loday,
Quicksburg.
hours a week, on Monday or TuesPlans were discussed for a chapel eat."
day, preferably Monday. Apply to
Mr.: "There weren't any pure food
Alice Kay, Johnston 24, if inter- program which is to be given by the
laws then."
ested. The position has distinct circle sometime in the near future.
Greeting Cards and Gifts
advantages.
LANIER PIN
pearls. The pin bears a quill and a
For All Occasions
CREIGHTON UNIVERSITY has a flouA new Lanier pin has been designed flute, suggestive of the writing and
THE SHOP O' GIFTS
rishing class for the training of radio by Balfour Company. Somewhat rc- musical abilities of Sidney Lanier for
WE DELIVER T(
Next to Profesisonal Bldg.
announcers and speakers. — Creigh- sembling the old pin, it is in the shape whom the society is named. The
Phone 690-J
::
4!
of
a
shield,
set
with
a
single
row
of
|
Greek
letters
are
inscribed
on
the
pin.
tonian.
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Hayd'ens Dry Cleaning
Works

J. C. Penney Co.

I

The

Dean Studio

Joseph Ney &
Sons Co.

S

Candyland

-j. .,...;,.

Save Money During B. Ney & Sons Prosperity Drive For 2,000 New Customers
Attractive Prices on all Ladies' Ready-to-Wear--Shoes--and Hose

